FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTIONABLE SCIENCE EXPANDS ADVISORY BOARD WITH HUMAN
RESOURCES DOMAIN EXPERTISE
HR Technology Thought Leader Steve Goldberg Joins AI Company Actionable Science
Which Develops and Deploys Skilled Digital HR Agents
SAN RAMON, Calif., Oct. 4, 2017 -- Artificial intelligence and Virtual Workforce
solutions company Actionable Science has added well-known human resources thought
leader and global HR systems advisor Steve Goldberg to its board of advisors.
“We’re thrilled to have Steve join us because a key area of focus for us is using AI
technology to develop and provide skilled Virtual Employees who are purpose-built to
join enterprise HR teams and be immediately productive for simple and complex HR
support needs,” said Saurabh Kumar, Actionable Science CEO and co-founder. “Having
Steve’s guidance and insights will add to our vision and further the development of our
Virtual Employees for HR roles.”
Actionable Science’s lead Virtual Employee for HR duties is Vera, who is a fully digital
agent providing personalized, first-level HR support to an enterprise’s employees. Vera
handles common, repetitive HR tasks such as employee onboarding, answering policy
questions and various HR Helpdesk activities. Vera, along with all of the company’s
Virtual Employees, handles processes end-to-end, beginning with talking to users
through natural language processing, thinking about solutions via machine learning, and
then acting on followup steps by connecting to robotic process automation.
Steve Goldberg's 30-year career on all sides of HR process and technology has included
corporate VP roles in the U.S. and Europe, heading-up HCM Product Strategy at PeopleSoft
and emerging players, and serving as a principal industry analyst. He is considered a
thought leader in HR Tech, AI in HR, HR-M+A, analytics and change management. In
recent years, Steve has advised dozens of end-customers and HR solution providers on
maximizing the impact of HR technology assets. He holds an MBA in HR and BBA in
Industrial Psychology, is widely published and has been a keynote speaker at many
industry events.
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About Actionable Science
Actionable Science (www.actionable.science), based in the San Francisco Bay Area, is
creating a Virtual Workforce that makes it easy for businesses to leverage artificial
intelligence to improve productivity, enhance customer experiences, increase employee
satisfaction and lower costs. Actionable Science creates enterprise-quality AI powered
Virtual Employees who address a range of tasks for sales, servicing, IT Help Desk, HR
Helpdesk and other functions. Actionable Science’s advanced digital agents have
natural language conversations, evolve using machine learning, and execute tasks by
leveraging robotic process automation (RPA). Actionable Science is a Level 2 partner
of Microsoft and is a Microsoft BizSpark Plus program participant.
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